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There are 3 (three) questions. Answer all 3 (three) questions. Programmable calculators are not
allowed. Do not write on this question paper.

1 a) Explain the flow of data in a typical loT system, from data collection by loT
devices to data analysis. Discuss the rt)Ie of loT hubs or gateways in this
process.
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b) Explain the abilities and functionalities of- loT Things (sensors and devices) and

how they interact and collaborate with each other in an IoT ecosystem.
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102. a) Explain the Internet of Energy (IoE) and the Energy Network (EN) in the
context of the Internet of Things (IoT", smart grids, and intelligent energy
management (Energy Cloud)

3 a) As an loT expert. you are being asked {o design an Internet of Energy ( IoE)
using intelligent devices to prt)\;ide a suItable scheduling pLan for the ejficient
utilization of smart hf)me appliances (such as a light, fan, television, air-
conditioning, washing machine. electric oven. hairdryer, refrigerator, and so on)
and inlelligenr energy equipment (such as smart meters, smart substations. etc.).
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Explain how you consider the following factors when designing the above IoE
solutions:

i ) Peak hour and off-peak hour,
ii) Day and night time.
iii) Summer and winter seasons. and

iv) Number of occupants.
Justify your answer with appropriate illustrations, diagrams. tables. and
flowcharts.

b) For your above design.

i) Explain the IoE network architecture and functionality of your
design

ii ) IdentifY and resolve any is,ues. with your design.
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Utilize the techniques. skills. and modern engineering tools of data flow
mechanisms in the Internet ot Energy ( IoE).

Your solution should demonstrate a strong understanding of network
engineering principles. IoT technologies, and their practical application in
solving real-world social and community problems. Provide diagrams,
examples. and references to support your tdeab.
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